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Vietnam has, in recent years, become an exemplary example of a developing
country that has forayed successfully into contemporary sustainable architecture by
marrying its rich heritage to modern-day developments in architectural practice.
Today, Vietnamese architecture features modernist layouts, forms, and building
systems, but realised with local materials and incorporating traditional techniques,
while maintaining a holistic bond with the environment. The resulting products are
sustainable utilitarian buildings responsive to the tropical climate, economical in
budget and generating employment of local skilled labour – a perfect blend of art
and science.

One Pillar Pagoda, Hanoi

Young architects could benefit exponentially from observing contemporary
Vietnamese architecture as the pros and cons architects deal with in Vietnam are
largely similar to those in developing countries and emerging economies. Issues like
high population density, space premium, harsh climate and limited financial
resources. Likewise, advantages like abundant natural material resources, readily
available labour and traditional know-how in construction are common to both.
Vietnam has produced an innovative yet feasible architecture that is aesthetically
pleasing and functionally efficient. Budding architects would benefit from
experiencing architecture that intelligently blends the best of the old and new, the
built and the open.

Why Vietnam?



T H E  A R C H I T E C T U R E
E X P E R I E N C E

9  D A Y S ,
2 0  P A R T I C I P A N T S ,
2  C I T I E S
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Wind & Water
Cafe. Photo by

Hiroyuki Oki

The best approach to growing as
an architect is to learn from
experiencing and observing. The
Architecture Experience aims to
do just that – to take an existing
project proposal and enhance its
core architectural values by
incorporating the ideals of
Vernacular Sustainability studied
on this tour.

These visits will focus on observing
and learning about the importance
of site sensitivity, different
architectural techniques – active
and passive, the importance of
material selection and other
aspects vital to sustainability. The
visits will foster a deep
understanding of building
with nature with an inclination
towards local materials and
techniques, while working on an
existing project will illustrate the
immediate applications and
impacts of Vernacular
Sustainability ideals on
contemporary architecture.
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BAT TRANG POTTERY
VILLAGE

Bat Trang, a village renowned for its ceramics since the 11th century, boasts a unique porcelain
style developed over generations. Most households still engage in crafting these high-quality
ceramics. The Bat Trang Pottery Museum, by 1+1>2 Architects, celebrates this heritage by
showcasing artisans' work, village history, and pottery-making techniques.

The architects collaborated with experts and locals to create an open, community-supported
space with commercial functions. This museum aims to preserve the craft's cultural significance
and ensure its continuity.

WIND AND WATER CAFE

I M P O R T A N T  P L A C E S  V I S I T E D

Top: Bat Trang Pottery Village, Hanoi
Bottom: Wind & Water Cafe, Ho Chi Minh City

This multipurpose space in a natural setting hosts local cultural events. It emphasizes using local
bamboo materials in a traditional way, making them insect-proof and heat-treated for structural
use.

The design comprises two radial volumes: a cantilevered bamboo-covered exterior resembling
bird wings and a partially buried stone-clad volume housing auxiliary facilities, all crafted from
natural and local materials. Visitors can also see and walk through a koi pond in the restaurant
space.
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DE LA SÓL WORK AND
EXHIBITION SPACE

A versatile space blending exhibition halls, a cafe lounge, retail areas, and a client experience
center. The design preserves the historical villa's facade while introducing a modern two-story
steel and glass structure connected by a striking loop staircase. Kinetic sculptures serve as
shading and landmarks. During renovation, the villa's rich history, seen in layers of paint, arch
gates, and diverse brick types, was uncovered, highlighting the city's cultural heritage in every
brick.

OLD QUARTER -  HANOI

Hanoi's Old Quarter, situated near Hoan Kiem Lake, is a historic commercial district featuring
colonial architecture, Buddhist temples, and pagodas. Its ancient streets, named after original
businesses dating back 1,000 years, now offer modern goods and services. Preserved shop-houses,
constructed over a century ago, feature narrow designs to avoid high taxes.

These buildings have street-facing trading areas and inner courtyards for families. Today, the Old
Quarter is a vibrant area with cafes, bars, restaurants, boutiques, and art galleries amidst its rich
history.

I M P O R T A N T  P L A C E S  V I S I T E D

Top: De La Sól Work and Exhibition Space by The Lab Saigon. Photo by Chimnon Studio
Bottom: Hanoi Old Quarter area.

https://www.thelabsaigon.com/


The Architecture Experience is
designed with the intent of
enhancing architectural
understanding. To this end, a short
project is included as part of the
experience. The idea of the project
is to refine an existing project with
the ideologies of Vernacular
Sustainability.

This project will include a pre-tour
assignment. Participants will be given
an existing project in which they will
have to conduct a basic SWOT analysis
and identify areas that could be
enhanced by ideologies of Vernacular
Sustainability to become more
sustainable. When on the tour,
participants will review their on-site
notes and observations and highlight
important aspects that could be
relevant to adapting and improving
their own projects. At the end of the
tour, participants will prepare and
present a conceptual revision of the
projects which will then be discussed
and reviewed by the curator. The
discussion will cover the feasibility and
impact of their design modifications
and how to proceed post-trip.

P R E - T O U R
A S S I G N M E N T ,
O N  S I T E
O B S E R V A T I O N S ,
P R O J E C T  R E V I E W
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C A P S T O N E
P R O J E C T  O V E R V I E W

Project work by the
October 2019 batch - A pop

up pavilion design



R E L E V A N T
P R O J E C T S ,
I N T E R N S H I P
O P P O R T U N I T I E S ,
U N D E R S T A N D I N G
O F  V E R N A C U L A R
S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y

W H A T  I S  I N  I T
F O R  M E ?
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Participants get to understand
Vernacular Sustainability as a
concept, and how to apply it in an
urban context, with the aim of
being more sustainable in their
solutions.

From a learning perspective,
participants get to understand how
their domain of interest approaches
sustainability, and how they can work
towards Sustainable Development
Goals in their projects.

At the end of the Experience,
participants will have an improved
practical understanding of what they
study in college or practice in their
professional life,  and learn how to
implement these strategies into their
own projects, enhancing their
portfolios.

Participants also get internship
opportunities from our partners, and
the more innovative their design
proposal is, the better the chances of
getting the internship.

Section 1 of Hanoi Museum by gmp Architects.

https://www.archdaily.com/office/gmp-architects?ad_name=project-specs&ad_medium=single
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DAY 1
Morning arrival in Hanoi, Vietnam.
Orientation  on the structure of the
tour visits and project.  Finalisation of
teams and the participants’
individual roles and responsibilities
within the team will be defined.
Places to visit: Ho Chi Minh’s Stilt
House, One Pillar Pagoda, Temple of
Literature, Vietnamese National
Assembly (outside visit), Cua Buac
Church. 

DAY 2
Topics of discussion: Sustainable
building materials, contemporary
innovation in architecture and
construction technology.
Places to visit: Hanoi Museum, Bat
Trang Pottery Village, Studio Visit.

DAY 3
Topics of discussion: Architectural
influence of Vietnam and its
relevance in contemporary design,
the fusion of traditional and modern
design.
Places to visit: Pizza 4Ps, Studio Visit. 
Cultural visit: Old Quarter, St. Joseph’s
Cathedral, Hanoi Train Street, Ho àn
Kiếm.

DAY 4
Free Day
Late evening ar rival in Ho Chi Minh
City, Vietnam.

DAY 5
Topics of discussion:  Influence of
natural environment and the socio-
economical situation on architecture.
Places to visit:  Saigon Central Post
Office, HCMC Book Street, De La Sol
Work & Exhibition space, Studio Visit.

DAY 6
Topics of discussion: Landscape
elements - the use of water, rock
gardens and traditional flowers in
spatial design.
Places to visit:  Wind & Water Cafe,
Studio Visit.

DAY 7
Topics of discussion:  Spatial planning,
reclamation and renovation of spaces
for multi-functional usage.
Places to visit:  The Brix Restaurant &
Momentum Living Showroom.
Cultural visit: Cafe Apartments, Nguyen
Hue Street, Chidori Coffee in Bed Cafe,
Ben Thanh Market.

DAY 8/9
Free Day
Culmination of the tour, brief on
submissi on of Capstone project.
Departure to India or home country.

*All places are subject to change based on availability/permissions, and food is not included on the free days.
Cultural Visits are not part of the itinerary but are recommended areas to shop and explore the city.



C U R A T O R
&  T O U R  L E A D E R
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The Architecture Experience Vietnam is
curated by Atul Saraff, who will also be
accompanying the participants on the
tour. Atul is a practising architect based
out of Bangalore, and also currently
teaches at CMR School of Architecture.
He has 12+ years of experience in the
field working with firms such as Mistry
Architects - Bangalore, Mozaic - Goa, and
Total Environment - Bangalore. Atul is an
IGBC-accredited professional and
focuses most of his effort on creating
and teaching about environment-
conscious designs. Most of his
experience is focused on the Residential
and Hospitality sector.  

Atul is an Alumnus of MS Ramaiah
Institute of Technology, Bangalore. 

Curator -
Ar.  Atul Saraff
(B.Arch)

2007-2012 B.Arch. MS Ramaiah Institute of

Technology, Bangalore

2012-2014 Mistry Architects, Bangalore

2014 IGBC Green accreditation

2014-2015 Mozaic, Goa

2015-2021 Total Environment, Bangalore

2021-Present - Design Principal at Saraff and

Sharalaya Design House

2021-Present - Assistant Professor at CMR School

of Architecture  

Timeline



ALUMNI
TEST IMONIALS
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KRASHANG GOSWAMI
4th Year,  DIT Dehradun
Participant -  The Architecture Experience Singapore (Dec 2019)
The overall  experience was excellent.  In al l  the places we visited,  the learning
experience was highly intuit ive.  The credits for that could be given to the
technological advancements in Singapore,  and also to the amazing people who
accompanied us on this tr ip.  We got to dive into the Urban development and
housing aspects of Singapore.  My experience with Reena was amazing. She helped
and guided us about everything,  and helped us in understanding all  the aspects .  All
the experiences were actually very well  integrated, and they complimented each
other.  So personally ,  I  l iked the entire experience.  Definitely a 10 on 10!

SHHRRUTI JAIN
Architect
Participant -  The Architecture Experience Sri  Lanka (October 2019)
Studio and site visits were very well  organised but what I  loved the most were the
interactive sessions that we had with various artists and architects in Sri  Lanka.
Conversations with them were an extremely enriching experience.  I  got a better
understanding in material  selection,  and the integration of nature in the landscape
was eye opening. Prithy and Kshiti ja curated the experience extremely well  and I  got
to learn a lot from them. About the places as well  as the f ield in general .  It  was a
great experience altogether!  Very well  planned especial ly keeping in mind the fact
that we were here for a decent number of days and have almost covered everything
ranging from the historic places to the modern ones.  This tr ip was worth the money
and wil l  definitely influence my design in the future.

SARAH SULEKHA
Architect
Participant -  The Architecture Experience Japan (July 2023)
The learning experience was not only with regards to architecture,  it  also included
learning about the social  and cultural environment.  I  loved how the tr ip was very
social  wherein I  got to experience both contemporary and traditional cultures in
parallel  and also get the opportunity to interact with architects l ike Florian Busch as
well  as with the locals .  Hats off  to Rachita for being so patient and posit ive in every
situation.  She made me feel very comfortable and that helped me to have a good
time. The team was very enthusiastic and comfortable to work with.  The
accommodation,  transportation and every other basic need was very comfortably
organised with the cost in consideration. .  The team was very enthusiastic and
comfortable to work with.  The accommodation,  transportation and every other basic
need was very comfortably organised with the cost in consideration.

KRIYA SHAH
4th Year,  Appasaheb Birnale College Of Architecture,  Sangli
Participant -  The Architecture Experience Sri  Lanka (Oct 2023)
This was a productive tr ip,  and everything was enjoyable and worth it .  Especial ly the
Heritance Kandalama and Lunuganga site visits ,  and the meetings with Ar .  Palinda
and Dominic.  I  feel my planning and design approach has refined, and service-
oriented concepts have become clearer -  l ike how a balance between landscape and
built  environment has to be maintained. I  can say I  can implement al l  of  what I
learned here in Sri  Lanka!  It  was a fun learning process!  Thank you, Ankit -  your
company was pleasing!  I  had a good time. And Rachita -  wil l  always want to learn
from you.



All our Experiences are aimed at implementing and solving the 17 Sustainable Development
Goals set by the UN.

Goal no. 17, Partnerships for the Goals, is key to our Experiences, since we work with a global
team of experts to be able to add value to the learning of the participants.

The Architecture Experience focuses on 3 of the Goals primarily -

S U S T A I N A B L E
D E V E L O P M E N T  G O A L S

Goal 9: Build resilient
infrastructure, promote
sustainable industrialization
and foster innovation

Goal 11: Make cities inclusive,
safe, resilient and

sustainable

Goal 12: Ensure sustainable
consumption and

production patterns
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- Develop quality, reliable,
sustainable and resilient
infrastructure, including
regional and transborder
infrastructure, to support
economic development and
human well-being

- By 2030, achieve the sustainable
management and efficient use of
natural resources

- Support developing countries to
strengthen their scientific and
technological capacity to move
towards more sustainable patterns
of consumption and production

- By 2030, ensure access for all to
adequate, safe and affordable
housing

- By 2030, enhance inclusive and
sustainable urbanization and
capacity for participatory,
integrated and sustainable human
settlement

- By 2020, substantially increase the
number of cities and human
settlements adopting and
implementing integrated policies
and plans towards inclusion,
resource efficiency, mitigation and
adaptation to climate change,
resilience to disasters



At The Happy Llamas, we curate Experiences for participants to show
them how their domains work in the real world, and how they
approach sustainability. Why?

We believe that the world has a lot to offer, and only on going out and
engaging with different cultures in different corners of the world can
one get a holistic view of life, and evolve personally and professionally.
We also feel strongly about the need to make this planet, the only one
that we have, more sustainable.

Keeping these two thoughts in mind, we work with domain and
subject matter experts to co-curate Experiences where we inspire
today's youth on how to make this world a better place to live for
themselves and their peers, and creating positive global impact in
their domains of interest.

We invite you to join us in this journey, and be a part of an inclusive
and global community of changemakers!

ankit@thehappyllamas.com
+91 8310 58 5352
www.thehappyllamas.com

Contact Us

T H E
H A P P Y  L L A M A S

1 2



A building can only be
understood by moving
around and through it,

and by experiencing the
modulation, and feel the

spaces one moves through
- from outside into

verandah, then rooms,
passages, courtyards.

Architecture cannot be
totally explained but must

be experienced

W W W . T H E H A P P Y L L A M A S . C O M

W E  A D H E R E  T O  W O R K  T O W A R D S  T H E  S U S T A I N A B L E  D E V E L O P M E N T  G O A L S

G E O F F R E Y  B A W AThe Apartment Cafe on 42 Nguyen Hue
Photo by Alyshia (A Girl En Route)

https://www.google.com/search?q=42%20nguy%E1%BB%85n%20hu%E1%BB%87%20apartment%20coffee%20shops&rlz=1C5CHFA_en&oq=42+&aqs=chrome.0.69i59l2j69i57j46i433j0i433j69i60l3.904j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8&tbs=lf:1,lf_ui:9&tbm=lcl&sxsrf=ALeKk01aMrWkYHlWr8L2BDidRoiHwP8etQ:1623773507714&rflfq=1&num=10&rldimm=11444853401380642123&lqi=Cig0MiBuZ3V54buFbiBodeG7hyBhcGFydG1lbnQgY29mZmVlIHNob3BzSLGli4b4qoCACFpAEAMQBBAFGAAYARgCGAMYBBgFIig0MiBuZ3V54buFbiBodeG7hyBhcGFydG1lbnQgY29mZmVlIHNob3BzKgIIA5IBBGNhZmWqATQKCS9tLzAyMGZiMgoJL20vMDJ2cWZtEAEqGiIWYXBhcnRtZW50IGNvZmZlZSBzaG9wcyhC&phdesc=VBIvv9wiaFQ&ved=2ahUKEwj6sP3Yg5rxAhUWLs0KHV_EAEwQvS4wAHoECAUQKw&rlst=f#rlfi=hd:;si:11444853401380642123,l,Cig0MiBuZ3V54buFbiBodeG7hyBhcGFydG1lbnQgY29mZmVlIHNob3BzSLGli4b4qoCACFpAEAMQBBAFGAAYARgCGAMYBBgFIig0MiBuZ3V54buFbiBodeG7hyBhcGFydG1lbnQgY29mZmVlIHNob3BzKgIIA5IBBGNhZmWqATQKCS9tLzAyMGZiMgoJL20vMDJ2cWZtEAEqGiIWYXBhcnRtZW50IGNvZmZlZSBzaG9wcyhC,y,VBIvv9wiaFQ;mv:[[10.7741414,106.70419009999999],[10.7740838,106.7040833]];tbs:lrf:!1m4!1u3!2m2!3m1!1e1!1m4!1u2!2m2!2m1!1e1!2m1!1e2!2m1!1e3!3sIAE,lf:1,lf_ui:9

